CITY MOVES TO CUT LEVIES ON HOMES

Registration Gains; Leaders In Last-Minute Campaign
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Registration Gaining Over 1937 Figures

Party Leaders Urge in Last-Minute Drive To Get Out Voters.

Unless Queens can get out at least 120,000 voters to register to vote before the Nov. 3 election, it will fail to have the majority of the voters which will be needed to elect a Labor Party district captain in the Third district. This is the opinion of the leaders in the Labor Party in Queens County who, according to polls, are leading in all of the wards in the 30 day registration period which will expire tomorrow. A similar, though not as large, drive is being made by the Democrats.

DEMOCRATS PULL TWO OUT OF RACE

Pretend May Replace Burns And Iwron.

John D. Burns of Woodside and Harry Iwron of Flushing. Democrats, have announced that they are withdrawing in the Third district, where they are LSUING to be the candidates for councilman. The party leaders have said that they have not been able to convince the candidates to stay in the race.

NEW STREET WON'T CLOSE AIR FIELD

Brooklyn Airport today gave formal dedication ceremonies, which were attended by President Harry E. Smith and other dignitaries.

POZCZI SPEAK AT FAIR TODAY

Florence, Oct. 16—Pozcki, the famous Czech fiddler, will speak at the fair today. He is scheduled to speak at 2:30 p.m. in the auditorium.

FAMED DOUBLE OF LINCOLN DIES

Young, Old, Middle-Aged Victims Of Friday 13th

It is still possible for Queens to have five mem-
bers in the next City Council, although it will require an unprecedented turnout before the regular vote.

But it is possible that Queens can set that record with just one vote, if the voter is willing to put the vote in the polls.

Every home owner, retailer and business man ought to be studying every friend and acquaintance and to try to preserve Queens' authority in city government.

The new charter has taken away much of our autonomy, but it is still possible for the borough to preserve what authority it has by playing a large enough role in the election of the mayor and the city council.

The objective of the vote is to ensure that Queens' authority in the city is preserved.